Abstract: X-ray phase-contrast imaging based on grating interferometry has become a common method due to its superior contrast in biological soft tissue imaging. The high sensitivity relies on the high-aspect ratio structures of the planar gratings, which prohibit the large field of view applications with a diverging X-ray source. Curved gratings allow a high X-ray flux for a wider angular range, but the interference fringes are only visible within ~10° range due to the geometrical mismatch with the commonly used flat array detectors. In this paper, we propose a design using a curved quasiperiodic grating for large field of view imaging with a flat detector array. Our scheme is numerically verified in the X-ray regime and experimentally verified in the visible optical regime. The interference fringe pattern is observed over 25°, with less than 10% of decrease in visibility in our experiments. Virkkunen, M. Leidenius, K. Smitten, P. Sipilä, and P. Suortti, "High-resolution CT by diffraction-enhanced xray imaging: mapping of breast tissue samples and comparison with their histo-pathology," Phys. Med. Biol.
Introduction
X-ray phase contrast imaging (PCI) can detect small variations of the refractive index, providing superior contrast for low-z elements compared with attenuation contrast [1, 2] , and thus is advantageous in imaging biological soft tissues, such as vessels, lesions, and microcalcifications [3] . There are three major imaging methods to retrieve the X-ray phase contrast, namely, propagation-based method [4] , analyzer-based method [5] and grating-based method [6, 7] . Compared with the propagation-based method, which requires a high spatial coherent source, and the analyzer-based method, which requires a highly monochromatic Xray beam, the grating-based PCI system can be implemented by a bench top X-ray source and therefore has great potential for wide-spread applications in medical diagnosis [8, 9] .
Standard grating-based PCI system consists of a phase grating G1 and an analyzer grating G2, which are placed between the object and detector, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The flat panel detector is placed immediately after G2. In the case of using an X-ray tube with low spatial coherence, another grating G0 (omitted in the figure) is required between the source and the object [6] . During the imaging process, phase stepping of the analyzer grating G2 is induced, and the information of X-ray attenuation, phase contrast, and small angle scattering can be acquired simultaneously. The PCI sensitivity relies on the frequency of the interference fringes. Flat gratings with high aspect ratio structures are ideal for parallel beams [10] . However, in most non-synchrotron setup, the divergent radiation emerges from the focus of the X-ray tube; therefore, the field of view in the X-ray interferometer is limited to only a few centimeters. The use of a curved phase grating G1 allows perpendicular incidence of X-rays on the gratings, permitting a high X-ray flux with a wider acceptance angle than that associated with a flat grating [11, 12] . In these setups, a curved phase grating G1 generates a self-image on a curved analyzer grating G2, posing a geometrical mismatch with a flat panel detector. This mismatch is position dependent and grows nonlinearly as the angle increases. As a result, the mismatch causes a reduction of the visibility of the stepping curve at larger angles and limits the field of view of the curved grating setups. The stepping visibility is defined as ratio between the amplitude and the mean of the phase stepping curve [11] . In this paper, we propose a curved quasi-periodic phase grating G1' whose self-image occurs on a flat plane, which allows the use of a flat analyzer G2 to match the detector to eliminate the geometric mismatch for a larger field of view in PCI with a flat panel detector, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . We have experimentally demonstrated a view angle of 25°, with less than 10% of decrease of the visibility of stepping curves, in the visible optical regime. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the theory of the self-imaging effect with curved gratings based on scalar diffraction theory and the design method for quasiperiodic gratings. Then, we describe our experimental design and setup in Section 3, followed by the comparison between the analysis and the experimental results in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes our analysis and discusses the similarities and differences between the common X-ray setup and our visible optical experiment.
Theory
The self-imaging effect of infinite periodic planar structure has been formulated by geometrical ray tracing [13] , and scalar diffraction theory under paraxial approximation [14] . In this section, we use an angular decomposition approach similar to [14] to derive the Talbot distance for one dimensional curved gratings in polar coordinates. The analysis is not limited to binary transmission gratings, but also applicable to phase gratings, which are more common as gratings G1 in X-ray PCI setups.
Self-imaging of curved periodic grating
As depicted in Fig. 1(b) , a curved grating G1, whose center is located at the origin of the coordinates system, has a radius of r 0 . The point source is also placed at the origin. We assume the angular span of the grating is small in the vertical direction, so the irradiance is uniform along the z-axis.
In the case of X-ray PCI setup, the radius of grating G1 (~1 m) is much greater than the period of G1(~1 µm), and the period of G1 is much greater than the wavelength (~0.1 nm), i.e. r 0  p  λ. Under these conditions, a scalar field, u(θ, r) representing the field after the grating G1 in cylindrical coordinates can be expressed by the sum of the angular Fourier series. The detailed justification of this representation can be found in Appendix A. 
where r>r 0 , m is an integer representing the angular frequency, k = 2π/λ, is the wave number, H m (2) (kr) is the Hankel function of second kind representing the outgoing wave, and c m is the complex coefficient. For kr  m, the modulus and the phase of H m (2) (kr) can be expressed asymptotically as [15] : 
Now we consider the scalar field at the boundary, r = r 0 , the periodic scalar field can be also be expressed as the sum of its angular Fourier harmonics,
where A m denotes the angular Fourier coefficients. Matching the angular Fourier components of Eq. (1) with Eq. (4) and plugging in the asymptotic expansions in Eq. (2) 
Equation (5) shows that the amplitude of the field decays as 1/√r. We can neglect the common phase term outside of the summation operation, since only the phase term, exp(im 2 (1/r 0 -1/r)/2k), affects the intensity of the field. In analogy to the infinite periodic planar grating, we consider the case where the circumference of the circle is a multiple of the grating period, and this ratio, 2πr 0 /p, is considered as the fundamental angular frequency. Under this condition, the angular Fourier frequency components contain the harmonics of the fundamental angular frequency only, i.e. m = 2πnr 0 /p, where n is an integer. When the field at radius r D , satisfies the equation
the phase term, exp(im 2 (1/r 0 -1/r)/2k), is equal to a multiple of 2π for all the angular frequency m, which means that the field g(θ, r D ) and g(θ, r 0 ) have the same intensity distribution along the θ direction. Equation (6) indicates three facts of the Talbot effect of a curved periodic grating. 1) The self-image is a magnified curved periodic grating sharing the same origin with the original grating G1.
2) The Talbot distance, r D -r 0 , has a non-linear relation with p 2 /λ, which is different from the case of planar periodic gratings; 3) there are only a limited number of the self-images, since l is bounded.
Quasi-periodic grating
In the previous subsection, we showed that a curved periodic grating generates a magnified self-imaging grating on a curved plane. In the ideal setup, the analyzer grating G2 is designed so that its period and curvature matches the self-image of G1. However, array detectors with matching curvature are impractical for fabrication. Using a planar analyzer grating G2 and flat detector, depicted in Fig. 1(b) , will inevitably result in a loss of the contrast of the stepping curves at large angle.
Motivated by improving the contrast of the stepping curve on a flat detector, we introduce the concept of quasi-periodic gratings to provide one more degree of freedom in the design. Specifically, we perturb the periodicity of the curved grating with a slow-varying term to create a flat self-imaging plane. As shown in Eq. (6), the Talbot distance depends on the grating period p. By changing the period along the direction of θ, we can design a quasiperiodic grating having a flat self-image plane. The quasi-periodic grating with slow-varying period can be expressed as:
where rect(·) denotes the rectangular function, * denotes the convolution operation, and δ(·) is the Dirac-delta function. p i denotes the period of the grating at angle θ i , indexed by i. In a strictly periodic grating, p i is a constant, and θ i = ip i /r 0 . In a quasi-periodic grating, the angle θ i holds the relation with p i ,
where p 0 denotes the central period of the quasi-periodic grating G1' at θ = 0. The quasiperiodic grating can be treated as local periodic grating for self-imaging, when 1) the amplitude of high harmonic diffraction order is small, p i  λ, which is satisfied in X-ray PCI setups, and 2) the period of the quasi-periodic grating varies slowly. To design a flat selfimage plane, the period of the quasi-periodic grating, p i , satisfies the following equation: 
Using Eq. (8) and Eq. (9), we can calculate the period of the quasi-periodic grating G1' at each angle iteratively. To demonstrate the performance of the quasi-periodic grating, we conducted numerical simulations with Matlab (Mathwork) for both curved periodic phase grating G1 and quasiperiodic phase grating G1'. In our simulation, the energy of the X-ray beam is 28 keV. We set the period of the phase grating G1 to 4.8 µm, with a radius, r 0 = 1.0 m. The center of planar analyzer grating G2 is at the first fractional Talbot image of the center of G1. 1/r D -1/r 0 = p 2 /8λr 0 2 [16] . G1' has the central period set to be the same as G1. The calculated period of G1' as a function of θ is shown in Fig. 2(c) , and the period of G2' is calculated accordingly. The period of the quasi-periodic grating is larger than 4.8 µm, and the same fabrication process for periodic grating can be adapted [10] . The pixel size of the detector is set to 24 µm, five times the period of G1. The visibility of the stepping curves at first fractional Talbot distance G1 and G1' are shown in Fig. 2(a) . Figure 2(b) shows the intensity profiles of two gratings at 0° and 16°. A decrease of 58% in visibility for G1 at 16° was observed, while no obvious decrease was observed in the visibility for G1'. It is worth noting that the source in the X-ray regime is not a point source. The intensity of a fringe pattern can be expressed as a convolution of the intensity profile of the source and the fringe pattern of an ideal point source. This convolution will decrease the visibility of the fringes pattern. This is always an issue in the X-ray regime to both quasi-periodic and periodic gratings. If necessary, a G0 grating is used for needed spatial coherence.
Materials and methods
To experimentally verify our analysis, we design the experiments in the visible optical regime. We also conduct the numerical simulation to guide our design. Different from the Xray simulation, we set G1 as an absorption grating. G2 is separated from G1 by one Talbot distance. The wavelength of the source, λ, is 0.67 μm to match the optical experiment setup. We set the period of G1, p 0 , to be 91 μm with a radius, r 0 = 75 mm. The quasi-periodic grating G1' has the central period set to be the same as G1. Given that G1' has the same radius as G1, we use Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) to calculate its period p ranging from −30° to 30°. The calculated period of G1' as a function of θ is shown in Fig. 3(c) .
The diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4(a) . The point source comes from a laser with fiber coupled output (Suprlum, SLD-261, λ = 670 nm). The driven current is set at 133 mA (Suprlum, pilot-2). We use two lenses (f1 = 100 mm, f2 = 62.9 mm) to relay a point source to the center of a transparent hollow acrylic tube. The divergence angle of the relayed focal point is 41.0°. The radius of the acrylic tube is 75 mm. Periodic grating and quasi-periodic grating with central period of 91 µm are made on a mylar film with thickness of 180 µm (CAD/Art Services, Inc.), which can be bent easily. Two gratings are taped on the outer surface of the acrylic tube. The detection microscope system includes a microscope objective (Nikon, 10X/0.3), a tube lens (f = 200 mm) and a CMOS camera (JAI, GO5000M), all of which are installed on a motorized translation stage (Thorlab, NRT-100). A stepper motor controller (Thorlab, apt) drives the stage, so that the detection system is able to scan the field in x direction. The scan range of the experiment is 50 mm with 5 mm step size, covering an angular range from −13° to 13°. The microscope objective can adjust its focus in the y direction. The plane with highest fringes contrast near the calculated Talbot distance is set as the observation plane. 
Result and discussion
The simulation results in visible optical regime are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) . Figure 3(a) shows the Talbot carpet of the periodic grating G1 in Cartesian coordinates. It can be observed that the self-imaging surface of grating G1 is on a curved plane. Figure 3(b) shows that the self-imaging surface of the quasi-periodic grating G1' is almost flat. The ideal Talbot image is located at r D = 111.9 mm. If we place a flat array detector at this plane, indicated by the white solid lines in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) , the interference fringes is distorted at 12.6° for periodic grating G1, while the fringes maintain the original fringe profiles for the quasiperiodic grating G1'.
In the optical experiments, we scanned the fields along the x-axis. The images acquired by the CMOS camera at 0°, 7.4°, and 12.2° angles from G1 and G1' are shown in Figs. 4(b)-4(d) , respectively. The results also show that the fringes from the periodic grating G1 has a severe distortion at larger angles, while those from the quasi-periodic grating G1' do not change much. In X-ray PCI setups, the pixel size of the detector is ~5 times larger than the period of G1, and the analyzer grating G2 is necessary to resolve the lateral shifts of the fringes. In our experiment, the effective pixel size of CMOS camera after the microscope magnification (~0.5 µm) is less than the period of fringes on observation plane. In order to compare the experimental results, we processed the images to add in a 'virtual' analyzer grating G2. The readout from a virtual pixel consists of five periods of the fringes. Since for quasi-periodic grating the periods have slight variance with respect to the angle, the period of G2' is calculated accordingly at observation plane. The virtue grating G2 and G2' scan 40 phase steps for one period of the fringes. Figure 5 shows the experimental visibility of the periodic grating G1 and quasi-periodic grating G1'. The visibility was calculated from averaging the visibility from 100 sub-regions with 3 mm in width and 2 µm in height on the CMOS camera. We can observe the quasi-periodic grating G1' maintains a uniform visibility on the observation plane. From −13° to 13°, the visibility variance of G1' is less than 10%. While the visibility dropped by 10% for only 5°. The experimental results have an overall decrease of the visibility. We speculate three reasons causing this difference: the speckle noise, low contrast of the binary mask, and the optical aberration from the mask film.
Firstly, a coherent source is used in the experiment, which introduces laser speckles to the measurement. In addition, the artifacts on the grating surface also contribute to the blur of the interference fringes. From the measured images of the fringes, the average size of the speckles is ~13 μm, and the standard deviation of the intensity is 30%. These artifacts, coupling the light to the non-harmonic frequency components of the fringes, can reduce the experimental visibility.
Secondly, the opaque part of the grating is not strictly dark. The opaque region has a measured intensity ~10% of the maximum intensity, which essentially acted as a bias to the field. This low contrast of the grating mask can also decrease the visibility.
Thirdly, due to the mask printing process, the thickness of the transparent region is not uniform. A profilemeter measures the average difference of thickness to be ~0.13 μm. This non-uniform thickness of the mask can introduce a lensing effect. One of the evidences for this speculation is that the field distribution along the Talbot distance is asymmetric. This aberration effect can also affect the visibility.
We incorporated the three aforementioned effects to the simulation. Specifically, to include the speckle noise, we divided the images to small regions with a size of 13 μm, and added random Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 30% of the local intensity to each region. The transmittance bias and the lensing effect were also included in the simulation. The simulated visibility are shown in Fig. 6 (a) . The red point marks the observation plane. The visibility curve, as predicted, is asymmetric from the observation plane. The visibility at the red point is 0.7, which is close to the peak visibility in our experiment. We also measured the intensity pattern at −2 mm, 0 mm and 2 mm away from the observation plane. The experimental images are shown in Fig. 6(b) . The simulated and experimental intensity profiles of the interference fringes are shown in Fig. 6(c) . It is worth noting that the ratio between the grating period and the wavelength, p/λ, is on the order of 10 4 in the X-ray regime, and p/λ is on the order of 10 2 for our experiment in visible wavelength, both of which are sufficiently large for the approximation in Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) to be valid.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a curved quasi-periodic grating for a large field of view X-ray PCI with a flat array detector. In comparison with using a periodic grating G1, a quasi-periodic grating can generate Talbot self-imaging effect on a flat plane, and can thus increase the visibility over a larger range of view angle. We performed the experiment in visible optical regime, and the results support our analysis. We have demonstrated the decrease of the fringe visibility is less than 10% within the view angle of 25°.
The experimental visibility is affected by the speckle noise from the coherent source, the low contrast of the mask transmittance and the optical aberrations from the mask film. We would like to point out that only the low-contrast mask transmittance could reduce the visibility of stepping curves in X-ray PCI. The refractive index variance of common materials is much larger in the visible wavelength than that in the X-ray wavelength. The wave front aberration induced by the X-ray grating is almost negligible. We expected that using a quasiperiodic grating could achieve superior results in the X-ray wavelength.
Appendix A
In diffraction theory, the vector field can be treated as a scalar field under two conditions: 1) the feature size of the object along the polarization direction of the field are much larger than the wavelength; 2) all components of vector field obey the same scalar wave equation. In general, the second condition is not satisfied in cylindrical coordinates. Here we show that scalar diffraction theory is applicable for the grating analysis for the X-ray PCI imaging.
Under the assumption in Section 2.1, according to [17] , The electric field components in free space diffracted by the grating G1 can be expressed as a sum of its Fourier series given by [18] :
